Hardening and Toughening Mechanisms of Cemented Carbides with Plate-Like WC Grains Prepared by Seeding
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WC-10Co (mass pct.) cemented carbides containing plate-like WC grains were prepared by using plate-like WC single crystals as seeds. With the increase of seed addition amount, more and bigger plate-like WC grains are formed, the hardness and transverse rupture strength (TRS) increase first and then decrease. When 2.5 mass% seeds are added in WC-10Co, the density is hardly affected, whereas the hardness and TRS increase simultaneously, especially TRS increases by 12.8%. The hardening and toughening mechanisms of WC-10Co cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains were discussed. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.M2010380]
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1. Introduction

Cemented carbides are widely used as cutting tools, rock drill tips and wear-resistant components due to high hardness, good strength, excellent wear and erosion resistance. However, the toughness of cemented carbides is relatively poor, and it is difficult to improve the hardness and strength simultaneously. In recent years, the researchers have found that the toughness of cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains can be increased without the decrease of hardness.1–6) It also exhibits higher fatigue strength, creep resistance and thermal shock resistance at elevated temperatures than traditional cemented carbides.7) Therefore, cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains will have a great future.

WC-Co cemented carbides with highly oriented plate-like triangular prismatic WC grains have been successfully fabricated by using special W + C mixed powders, and plate-like WC grains are originated from the flattened W particles by ball-milling.8) Co_xW_yC_z + C can also be utilized as the main starting materials to prepare the cemented carbides with plate-like triangular prismatic WC grains.4) When these two methods are used, the carbon content must be controlled strictly, since the properties of cemented carbides are strongly related with the carbon content. The formation of plate-like WC grains is facilitated by the addition of TiC9) or Y_2O_310) in the cemented carbides, but the properties of cemented carbides may be changed by the introduction of other particles.

Cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains can be prepared by adding plate-like WC single crystal particles as seeds.11) It is not necessary to worry about the impairment of properties because only WC particles are used as starting materials. Especially, the size and amount of plate-like WC grains can be controlled by changing the addition amount of plate-like seeds, making it possible to obtain the cemented carbides with good comprehensive properties. In this paper, WC-10Co (mass pct.) cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains were prepared by the addition of plate-like WC seeds. The effect of seed addition amount on the microstructure and mechanical properties of WC-10Co was studied, and the hardening and toughening mechanisms were discussed.

2. Experimental Procedure

WC powders with FSSS particle size of 3.0µm and commercial Co powders were used as starting powders. WC-Co powders according to a certain weight ratio were prepared by high-energy ball-milling. The ball-milling time was 24 h, the weight ratio of ball-to-powder was 4 : 1, and the rotation speed was 200 r/min. The average particle size of WC-Co powders decreased to 1µm after ball-milling. Plate-like WC single crystal particles by molten salt synthesis were used as seeds, the particle size ranged from 1 to 3µm, as shown in Fig. 1. 0, 2.5, 5 and 10 mass% plate-like WC seeds were added into the ball-milled WC-Co powders. No matter how many seeds were added, the mass fraction of Co was fixed to be 10 mass% in the final component. Subsequently, the well-mixed WC-10 mass% Co composite powders were pressed into green compacts with dimension of 5 mm × 5 mm × 35 mm, and then sintered at 1460°C for 40 min in vacuum.

The density of samples was determined by the Archimedes method. The coercivity (h_c) was measured by Coercimeter 93-1. The microstructure was observed by Hitachi S-570.

Fig. 1 SEM micrograph of plate-like WC seeds.
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The hardness was measured on polished surfaces using 69-1 hardness tester. An electronic universal testing machine was used to carry out the 3-point transverse rupture strength bend test, and the load-displacement curve was recorded. The transverse rupture strength (TRS) can be evaluated as follows:

$$\sigma = \frac{3PL}{2bh^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\sigma$ is the TRS, MPa; $P$ is the applied force to fracture, N; $L$ is the distance between two parallel supports, mm; $b$ and $h$ is the width and height of the samples respectively, mm.

3. Results

3.1 The effect of seed addition on the microstructures

The microstructures of WC-10Co added by 0, 2.5, 5 and 10 mass% plate-like WC seeds are shown in Fig. 2. The addition of plate-like seeds helps the development of plate-like WC grains. With the increase of seed addition amount, more plate-like WC grains with more regular shape and bigger aspect ratio are formed, and the average size of WC grains becomes larger. When 10 mass% seeds are added, the amount of plate-like WC grains and the average grain size reach the maximum values, but there are some pores.

During the liquid phase sintering, the grains grow up through Ostwald Ripening, i.e. small particles dissolve in the liquid phase and the solute atoms diffuse into large particles. In this process, small particles become smaller and smaller, while big particles become bigger and bigger. Since most of the matrix powders (average particle size: 1 μm) are smaller than seeds (particle size: 1~3 μm), WC particles of matrix powders tend to firstly dissolve in the liquid and eventually precipitate on the surfaces of plate-like WC seeds. The further growth of plate-like seeds leads to the formation of plate-like WC grains. However, when too many seeds are added, it is easy to form some solid skeletons due to the agglomeration and overlapping of the plate-like seeds with big size. If the void spaces of the solid skeletons can not be filled in time during the shrinkage, a few pores remain after sintering, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

3.2 The effect of seed addition on the properties

Figure 3 shows the variations in density, hardness and TRS of WC-10Co with the seed addition amount. With the increase of seed addition amount, the density tends to decrease (Fig. 3(a)), while the hardness and TRS increase first and then decrease (Figs. 3(b), 3(c)). It is noteworthy that the relative density of WC-10Co is hardly affected by the addition of 2.5 mass% plate-like WC seeds, the hardness and TRS reach the maximum values simultaneously. Compared with WC-10Co without seeds, the hardness of WC-10Co added by 2.5 mass% seeds increases slightly, whereas TRS increases by 12.8%.

Figure 3(d) shows that the coercivity of WC-10Co decreases when the amount of seed addition increases. The coercivity can be used as an indicator of WC grain size in cemented carbides when cobalt content is constant. The
larger the WC grain size is, the lower the coercivity is.\textsuperscript{13)} It further indicates that the grain size of WC increases with the addition of more seeds, which is consistent with the microstructure observation.

3.3 The effect of seed addition on the fracture

It is generally accepted that four types of fracture modes may be distinguished in WC-Co cemented carbides: transgranular fracture in the carbides (labeled as C), along carbide-carbide interfaces (labeled as C/C), along the carbide-cobalt interfaces (labeled as B/C), and through the cobalt phases (labeled as B). Fracture C and C/C belong to brittle fracture, while fracture B/C and B belong to ductile fracture.\textsuperscript{5,14,15)} Figure 4 shows the effect of seed addition on the propagation path of the vickers indentation crack. Although WC-10Co added by the seeds still shows a mixed fracture mode including major brittle fracture and minor ductile fracture, an increase in the amount of C fracture can be observed. After the addition of WC seeds, the path of the indentation crack becomes more tortuous. Crack bridging, which is generated by the ductile binder ligaments over a region behind the crack tip, also happens more easily.

Figure 5 shows the load-displacement curves recorded during the fracture of the cemented carbides with and without the addition of seeds. After the addition of WC seeds, the stress required for fracture (i.e. TRS) increases. In comparison with WC-10Co without seed addition, the curve of WC-10Co added by 2.5 mass% seeds displays a little steeper, indicating that the applied load is higher at the same deformation. The comparison of the area under the load-displacement curve suggests that more fracture energy should be consumed during the fracture when WC seeds are added in the cemented carbides.
4. Discussion

4.1 The hardening mechanism of WC-10Co with plate-like WC grains

It is well known that the crystal structure of WC is hexagonal and the hardness is strongly anisotropic. The micro-hardness of the basal facet (0001) is twice as high as that of prismatic facet (1/C221100). The relative area fraction of harder basal facet increases when the shape of WC crystals changes to a flatter triangular prism. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the hardness of cemented carbides increases.

After considering that hardness is probably affected by the shape of WC crystals, Shatov A. V. et al. proposed a modified Lee & Gurland model for hardness. When the volume fraction of WC phase is very high, the hardness is primarily determined by WC phase. Exactly speaking, the volume fraction and the particle size of WC are the most important factors to control the hardness of WC-Co cemented carbides. So the hardness of WC-10Co can be expressed as follows:

$$HV = \frac{H_{WC}^{HP}}{\sqrt{P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC}}} \quad (2)$$

where $H_{WC}^{HP}$, a constant, is the Hall-Petch hardening factors for WC, $D_{WC}$ is the grain size of WC, $P_{WC}$ is the shape equiaxiality, $P_{WC}^{W}$ is the initial value of $P_{WC}$.

It can be seen from eq. (2) that $P_{WC}$ and $D_{WC}$ are the two main parameters to determine the hardness of cemented carbides. $P_{WC}$ decreases when the shape of WC crystals changes to plate-like. However, the addition of seeds makes $D_{WC}$ increase, and $D_{WC}$ increases with the increase of seed addition amount, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Hence $P_{WC}$ and $D_{WC}$ exhibit opposite effects on hardness. In order to estimate the effect of $D_{WC}$ and $P_{WC}$ on hardness, eq. (2) can be re-written in the form of:

$$HV \propto \frac{1}{\sqrt{P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC}}} \quad (3)$$

where $D_{WC}^{W}$ is the initial value of $D_{WC}$. The lower the value of $(P_{WC} \cdot D_{WC})/(P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC})$ is, the higher the hardness is. The variation of $(P_{WC} \cdot D_{WC})/(P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC})$ with different addition amount of seeds is shown in Fig. 6(b). WC-10Co added by 2.5 mass% seeds has the highest hardness owing to the minimum value of $(P_{WC} \cdot D_{WC})/(P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC})$. Thereafter, the value of $(P_{WC} \cdot D_{WC})/(P_{WC}^{W} \cdot D_{WC})$ increases with the increase of seed addition amount. On the other hand, the relative density continuously decreases, which is harmful to the hardness. Consequently, it is the comprehensive effect of $P_{WC}$, $D_{WC}$ and density of the cemented carbides that makes the hardness reach the maximum value when 2.5 mass% seeds are added, and then it decreases with the further increase of seed addition amount.

4.2 The toughening mechanism of WC-10Co with plate-like WC grains

It is found by numerous experiments that TRS of WC-10Co increases with the increase of WC grain size when WC grains are not very coarse. As mentioned in chapter 3.2, TRS has a substantial increase after the addition of 2.5 mass% seeds. The increase of WC grain size brings about the increase of TRS to a certain degree. Besides, the increase of trans-crystalline fracture (C) likely plays a positive role in improving the fracture strength and the toughness, based on the fact that considerable energy is required for crack to cross the WC crystals.
The increase in the amount of C fracture can be ascribed to the following reasons. Firstly, internal defects increase with the increase of WC grain size, so it is easy for the cracks to generate in WC crystals or break through WC crystals. Secondly, the flatter shape of WC crystals increases both the likelihood for the crack tip to meet the bigger basal facets and the average length of the path around WC crystals, thus it is more advantageous to break through WC crystals than to go around it through the cobalt, WC/Co, and WC/WC interfaces. Therefore the amount of trans-crystalline fracture through WC increases when the shape of WC crystals becomes flatter triangular prism with lower value of $P_{WC}$.

The slope of the load-displacement curve increases after the addition of seeds, as seen in Fig. 5, which indicates that more energy is consumed during the crack propagation. In addition to the increase in the amount of trans-crystalline fracture, the crack deflection and crack bridging are activated (see Fig. 4). The intense crack deflection results from the decreased $P_{WC}$, the increased grain size and the increased amount in cleavage of WC crystals. Correspondingly, both the total distance of crack propagation and the total area of the crack surface increase. WC grain size increases when the seeds are added in WC-10Co. According to the famous stereological relationship, the binder mean free path increases as a result of the increase in WC grain size. Thus the crack bridging generated behind the crack tip takes place easily, and the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) decreases. It will have a great effect on the improvement of toughness. Owing to the crack deflection and crack bridging, extra energy is dissipated during the propagation of cracks, and the toughness and the fracture strength of WC-10Co added by the seeds are consequently increased.

However, with the increase of seed addition amount, the relative density continuously decreases, which deteriorates the properties of cemented carbides. As a result, a downward trend appears subsequently for TRS when added by more than 2.5 mass% seeds.

5. Conclusions

WC-10Co cemented carbides with plate-like WC grains were prepared by adding plate-like WC single crystal particles as seeds. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. The addition of plate-like seeds facilitates the development of plate-like WC grains. With the increase of seed addition amount, more and bigger plate-like WC grains are formed.

2. With the increase of seed addition, the density tends to decrease, while the hardness and TRS increase first and then decrease. When 2.5 mass% seeds are added in WC-10Co, the density is hardly affected, whereas the hardness and TRS increase simultaneously, especially TRS increases by 12.8%.

3. When the shape of WC crystals changes to plate-like, the shape equiaxiality $P_{WC}$ decreases. However, WC grain size $D_{WC}$ increases with the increase of seed addition amount. WC-10Co added by 2.5 mass% seeds has the highest hardness owing to the minimum value of $(P_{WC} \cdot D_{WC})/(P_{WC}^0 \cdot D_{WC}^0)$.

4. As the shape of WC crystals becomes flatter triangular prism with lower value of $P_{WC}$, the amount of trans-crystalline fracture in WC crystals increases, thus considerable energy is required for crack to cross WC crystals. Besides, the crack deflection and crack bridging play an important role in the improvement of the toughness of the cemented carbides.
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